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STEP 1 – BODY - PREPARING THE COMPONENTS 
 

  

 
 

 For the following steps, please prepare:  

  Type-H Body (1x)  

  Type-H Nose (1x)  

  Windscreen (1x)  

  Mirrors (2x) – includes a pair of red PLA mirrors and additional pair of grey PC Blend mirrors  

  M1.6 button head bolt x8mm (2x)  

  M1.6 button head bolt x6mm (6x)  

  M2cs button head bolt x10mm (1x) – spare  

  M2.5 hex head bolt x20mm (2x) – spare  
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STEP 2 – NOSE 
 

 
 

  Install the Nose as per the Type-L Manual SECTION 13 > STEP 2. 

 Ensure your assembly matches the picture.  
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STEP 3 –PREPARATION 
 

  

 

 Carefully open out all (6x) holes in the Windscreen using the 1.5mm drill bit.  

 The top/bottom edges of the windscreens are quite jagged, and the surface has the stepped 
gradient of the printing process. From a distance this looks ok, but up close you may wish to 
refine this with your modelling skills!  
Therefore, as desired thoroughly sand the edges and all surfaces inside and outside of the 
windscreen, initially with the coarse sandpaper and then progressing to the finer grit. 
This windscreen material is called CPE which is tough, resistant to high temps and semi flexible, 
however these components are produced very thin to give a scale look so please handle them 
carefully whilst sanding and installing. 
The smoother the surface, the better final result you will achieve, but don’t worry that during and 
after sanding the effect will be very opaque and definitely not translucent! Once finished sanding 
wash the parts in water and dry them carefully. The final step in this process is to coat with a 
clear finish. The clear coat will fill all the little imperfections and ‘magically’ make the parts semi-
transparent – cool!  
Tamiya TS-13 does work quite well…however you may know of other/better products/techniques 
– so please use your modelling knowledge and skills to enhance the windscreen, and the whole 
car to look amazing   

 

  Drill through the semi-holes from the inside of the Body. The Body is printed without the holes all the 
way through so as to maintain a nice smooth outer surface. The front three holes on each side are for 
mounting the Windscreen and the rear hole on each side is for the Mirrors. 

x2 Repeat drilling for other side. 

  
 

  

x2 
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STEP 4 – MIRR0RS 
 

  

 
 You can choose to use the red PLA mirrors, that are a little bit more brittle than the PC Blend 

versions. The PC Blend are more impact resistant and can also be painted as desired. 
 

  Thread the M1.6 button head bolt x8mm into the rear most hole from inside the Body. Once it starts 
protruding outside then attach the Mirror. Tighten until the inside Body is slightly compressed under 
the button head and the Mirror holds its position without rotating easily. 

x2 Repeat for the other side. 

 Ensure your assembly matches the picture.  

  
 

  

x2 
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STEP 5 – WINDSCREEN 
 

   

 

  Thread the M1.6 button head bolt x6mm into the middle hole of the Windscreen from the outside. 
Once it starts protruding inside the Windscreen then line up with the middle of the front three holes in 
the Body and thread in until there is no more gap between the Windscreen and the Body. The tip of the 
thread should be about flush with the inside of the Body surface. 

x2 Repeat for the other side. 

  Repeat the same process for the front and rear holes of the three. 

x2 Repeat for the other side. 

 Ensure your assembly matches the picture.  

  
  

x2 x2 
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STEP 6 – BODY MOUNTING TECHNIQUE 
 

 
 
 Follow the same process as per Type-L Manual SECTION 13 > STEPS 78.  

  Note that the Type-H body is quite a bit thicker in this area and hence harder to bend than the Type-L, 
so you will need to use more force with the same technique, don’t worry though the Body is made 
from flexible material as you know and will just flex and then flex back!! A bit of practice and find the 
right level of force and angles to use.   
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STEP 7 – TYPE-H BODY SET INSTALL - COMPLETED 
 

  

 

 WOW that’s it! You have updated your Grand Prix car to Type-H.  

Time now for paint/stickers and finishing details to your desire! ENJOY!   
 

 


